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Dual call for papers: The Lessons of the COVID-19 Pandemic for Intelligence
Manuscripts submitted to the editors by 1 May 2021. Expected publication date 30 June 2021

Intelligence in the Era of Donald Trump: Impact and Prospects
Manuscripts submitted to the editors by 1 December 2021. Expected publication 30 January 2022

The Lessons of the COVID-19 Pandemic for Intelligence. By transforming security as we know it, the SARSCoV-2 virus has forced the redirection of global intelligence resources to the aim of combatting the pandemic.
Intelligence agencies the world over continue to operate on the front lines of the fight against the pandemic,
with mixed success. The Journal of European and American Intelligence Studies is issuing a call for papers that
examine the intersection between intelligence and biological challenges to security, with a focus on topics
such as bio-security, bio-surveillance and bio-defense, among others.
Relevant topics include: ▪ bio-security ▪ bio-surveillance ▪ bio-defense ▪ medical intelligence ▪ critical intelligence
▪ strategic intelligence ▪ intelligence communications ▪ intelligence cooperation ▪ intelligence and telework ▪
intelligence logistics ▪ intelligence management ▪ scientific intelligence.
Intelligence in the Era of Donald Trump: Impact and Prospects. Donald Trump may not be president of the
United States any more, but the his presence —and impact—in global politics is far from over. His supporters
and critics agree that his time at the White House has been transformational for American politics and
government. In a subsequent issue, the Journal of European and American Intelligence Studies will feature papers
that discuss Donald Trump’s impact on intelligence in America and beyond, with an emphasis on —among other
things— scope and operations, practitioner-policymaker relations, politicization, international cooperation,
and effectiveness.
Relevant topics include: ▪ intelligence cooperation ▪ intelligence operations ▪ intelligence analysis ▪ inter-agency
cooperation ▪ practitioner-policymaker relations ▪ military intelligence ▪ politicization of intelligence
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Instructions for Authors
¬ Manuscripts must be maximum 8,000 words and they will be accepted with the
understanding that their content is unpublished and not submitted for publication elsewhere.
¬ All accepted manuscripts and artwork become the property of the publisher. Abstracts must
be around 250 words.
¬ All manuscripts including title page, abstracts, tables and legends, should be typewritten
double spaced.
¬ Font should be Times New Roman 12.
¬ All margins should be at least one inch and all pages should be numbered consecutively
throughout the manuscript.
¬ Manuscripts must be submitted electronically in Microsoft Word.
¬ Titles must be as brief and clear as possible. On the title page include full names of authors,
academic and/or other professional affiliations, email accounts and the complete mailing
address for correspondence.
¬ All references should be numbered consecutively as footnotes at the end of every page.
¬ In the text, references should be cited by a superior character of the corresponding number.
For further information, consult The Chicago Manual of Style, 14th edition.
¬ All articles undergo a rigorous double – blind peer review process.
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